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Pre-show
(MARINA & JACQUES mingle among crowd. They interview audience members. Live feed
video is projected onto video screens.)

End Pre-show
(DIRECTOR mic goes live. )
DIRECTOR
What‘s up Minneapolis! How‘s everybody doing tonight? I‘m Lucius Fillman the director of
tonight‘s live broadcast. As you all know we‘re here for the exciting final episode of Fashion 47.
Everyone on this catwalk is going to be putting out a lot of energy, but to really make this event
work on TV, we‘re gonna need a lot of energy from you as well. So what I want to do is get our
cameras up here to get some reaction shots. I want to hear you go, ―Ooooooooo!‖
―Ooooooooooo!‖ Alright, that‘s great. Now how about a laugh: ―ha ha ha!‖ Yeah, like it‘s the
toilet bowl fashion from episode 3. ―Ha ha ha ha ha!‖ You are a fantastic audience. Ok, last
thing, now we need a cheer. ―Wooooo!‖
You see a fashion come down the runway that is just incredible, lets hear it:
WOOOOOOOOOOO!
All right, let‘s see if we can keep the cheering going because were about to go live in five four
three two…
(egging on the crowd to cheer louder)
VOICE OVER: And now, the hosts of Fashion 47, Jacques DuJour and Marina Mariposa
Polusa!
(cue Fashion 47 theme song)
(Enter JACQUES and MARINA. They work the runway and audience claps.)
MARINA
Welcome ladies and gentlemen to the season finale of Fashion 47!
JACQUES
You look great Marina. You‘ve outdone yourself tonight! (to audience) Doesn‘t she look great!
(Audience cheers.)
MARINA
Ooo Jacques. You smell good tonight.
JACQUES
Tonight, is a big night!
MARINA
We‘ve waited all season for this night.
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JACQUES
And here we are.
MARINA
We‘re down to two designers from the original 47.
JACQUES
It‘s just Jasper and Roberto.
MARINA
I love them both!
JACQUES
But first let‘s say hello to our panel of expert judges. First we have Lily Evans, she‘s a winner
from Americas Next Top Model.
LILY
This reminds me of the feeling I had when I did my first Calvin Klein runway show. I came in
there a nobody, and when I walked out I was a star
JACQUES
Thank you, Lily!
MARINA
Next we have Ryky. Who is the high fashion photo editor for Vogue magazine.
RYKY
Yessssss! Color! Texture! Low- cut, high cut, no cut….EXCITEMENT.
JACQUES
And last, but certainly not least—
JACQUES
We‘d like to introduce Alexis Blair, the senior managing partner at the Ford Motor Company.
ALEXIS
(LOUD SCREAM)
Ford Model Agency….you sniveling little fool! Who do you think you are? (Another
roar/scream) Nothing happens in the world of fashion I say it happens. I say Tyra Banks is a star
and she is. I say Kate Moss is a star and she is. And I see nothing here but a bunch of overrated,
underpaid AMATEURS!
AUDIENCE OOOOOOO‘S
JACQUES & MARINA
Thank you Alexis!
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MARINA & JACQUES
And now let‘s meet the designers!
JACQUES
You know him well, you love his clothes, let‘s bring out –
MARINA & JACQUES
Jasper!
(Jasper‘s music plays as he enters.)
MARINA
He‘s so cool!
MARINA
Tonight, as everyone knows, our theme is Grocery Store.
JACQUES
The designers must only use materials found at the Grocery store.
MARINA
Do you think Jasper will be able to rise to the challenge?
AUDIENCE CHEER
(Jasper raises his hand)
JACQUES
Jasper has something to say
(Charlie comes out)
JACQUES
Jasper‘s assistant Charlie.
CHARLEY
Jasper says: His fashions tonight are going to blow your juicy couture socks off!
JACQUES
Thank you, Jasper.
(JASPER‘s music fades into ROBERTO‘s music)
JACQUES
Now, it‘s time to bring out Roberto!
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MARINA AND ROBERTO KISS KISS
JACQUES
Hello, Hello Roberto.
MARINA
How are you feeling about your chances tonight, Roberto?
ROBERTO
To me, Fashion is the personal personification of emotion through clothes. I‘m trying to bring a
new theme to fashion and I hope America will like it.
MARINA & JACQUES
Thank you, Roberto.
(Roberto‘s music plays. He goes backstage.)
JACQUES
Ladies and gentlemen, YOU
MARINA
Yes, you!
JACQUES
Will be making the decision tonight, who will be the next top designer on Fashion 47.
JACQUES
And now the moment we‘ve all been waiting for.
MARINA
We present to you, yes you…
MARINA & JACQUES
Jasper!
(Paparazzi enter)
JASPER‘S FASHION SHOW BEGINS. --- JASPER‘S FASHION SHOW ENDS.
MARINA
Absolutely wonderful!
JACQUES
Fantastic! Let‘s meet the team.
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JASPER‘S TEAM COMES ONTO THE RUNWAY.
CHARLIE
I‘m Charlie. Jasper‘s assistant. I do whatever it takes to ensure Jasper‘s success.
JACQUES
And the gorgeous models. So sexy.
(Music).
SVETLANA
Svetlana Moscow.
MARINA
Sexy.
SOPHIE
Sophie from Finland
JACQUES
Sexy!
DANI
Dani from Cuba.
MARINA
Sexy!
FRANCESCA
Francesca from Roma.
JACQUES
Sexy!
THALIA
Thalia, from Green Bay, Wisconsin.
JACQUES & MARINA
Not sexy.
FAN COMES ONSTAGE.
JACQUES
(to audience) Thank you models. Let‘s see what the judges thought.
LILY
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Jasper, my favorite dress was the feather duster dress. It really swept me off my feet.
RYKY
Folgers in your….CUP! Perk…Perk…Perky! Mmmmm. (Deep dramatic inhale)
ALEXIS
(expletive in German!) When I see Talent…I‘ll tell you. And so far, I don‘t have a WORD to
say to ANY OF YOU!
TV DIRECTOR LEADS AUDIENCE OOOH
JACQUES
Well, it looks like our judges were very impressed.
MARINA
Extremely impressed!
JACQUES
Jasper, anything you‘d like to say to the judges.
CHARLIE
Jasper says: No need to continue. This competition is over.
(Jasper‘s team exits to their theme song.)
MARINA
And now
JACQUES
Get ready to feast your eyes on the fashions of…
JACQUES & MARINA
Roberto!
ROBERTO‘S SHOW BEGINS.
FRANNY ENTERS AS OLD LADY PUSHING SHOPPING CART.
MODELS FREEZE, CHARLIE COMES OUT OF TRAP AND POURS OIL ON THE
RUNWAY. MODELS UNFREEZE FOR FINAL PASS AND ALL FALL AT THE END OF
THE RUNWAY. ROBERTO‘S SHOW ENDS.
DIRECTOR
Cut to commercial!
SPAM COMMERCIAL
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(There is commotion on the runway.)
TV DIRECTOR
Off the runway off the runway! Stage Management coming through!
MARINA
There‘s goo on my Jimmy Choos! Get it off! Get it off!
JACQUES
There‘s something greasy on my jacket. Can I get someone else out here!
MARINA
It‘s not all about you Jacques.
JACQUES
I‘m done with this industry.
MARINA
You can‘t be done, we still have three more seasons to do.
TV DIRECTOR
And were back in five four three two…
(Stage Manager wipes runway clean.)
JACQUES
And were back. Everything is fine.
MARINA
Everything is under control.
JACQUES
It was like a tossed salad out there.
MARINA
I should‘ve had a V-8.
JACQUES
Let‘s get back to the main event.
MARINA
Let‘s bring out Roberto and his team.
MUSIC. ROBERTO AND TEAM ENTER.
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MARINA
What a fantastic show!
ROBERTO
I don‘t know what happened. The important thing is that none of the models were hurt.
JACQUES
Tell us your name and what you do.
OLIVIA
Hi. I‘m Olivia Wood. I‘m Roberto‘s assistant. He‘s such a fabulous person, I love working for
him.
JACQUES
And zee models. All so beautiful!
ISIS
Isis, originally from Cairo, professional stunt pilot, and expertise in deciphering ancient codes.
DANIA
Dania. Lithuania. Soviet gold medalist in four varieties of Slavic Martial Arts. I am fierce, like
mean dog, and I will find who did this.
FELICITY
Aloha! Felicity. From the Hawaiian Islands. PHD from Princeton in linguistics I speak 17
languages including Hula.
MARIAH
Mariah, Houston, Texas! Former race car driver with three degrees from MIT.
MARINA
Love the moves, girl.
MARIAH
Often imitated. Never duplicated.
JESSICA
Jessica from St Paul, Minnesota. Master of disguise with a background in reconstructive surgery.
Former attaché to the FBI. Oh, and Princess Kay of the Milky Way 2005!
JACQUES
Now Roberto, let‘s see what our judges have to say.
LILY
Roberto, that pineapple? sometimes….more is less.
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AUDIENCE OOOOH
ROBERTO
I‘m sorry you didn‘t enjoy it.
RYKY
Tall. Small. Skinny. Large. Connection….No! No no no…WHY???
AUDIENCE OOOOH
ALEXIS
WHAT WAS THAT??? (German expletives) [SOMEONE GET ME MY PILLS!!!!]
AUDIENCE OOOOOH
ROBERTO
I guess I shall have to search harder for inspiration. Thank you for sharing your thoughts.
JACQUES
Let‘s hear it for Roberto!
(Roberto‘s teams exits to his music.)
MARINA
And now America it‘s the big moment.
JACQUES
It‘s time for you to cast your vote.
MARINA
Now, get out your Verizon Wireless cell phones.
JACQUES
And text a blank message to 4701 if you‘d like to vote for Jasper
MARINA
Or 4702 if you‘d like to vote for Roberto.
JACQUES
This is real, live voting.
MARINA
This isn‘t like some play where it‘s all pre-scripted.
JACQUES
So we need you to get out those phones and start voting now.
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DEEP VOICE
And now remember standard text messaging fees will apply.
MARINA & JACQUES
Every vote counts.
COMMERCIAL BREAK –
CHEMTEX
The new synthetic wonder fiber that feels more real than real fiber.
It‘s weatherproof, fireproof, wrinkle-proof, sweat-proof, and edible!
Chemtex is brought to you by the good people at DuSanto – ―Better living through Chemicals!‖
™
During commercial break:
(JACQUES & MARINA pull out phones and text ALSO, The models come out into the house
and start influencing the voters. We see votes coming in on the screens. Bar graphs, numbers
flashing etc.)
JACQUES
Make sure you really pull out your phones to vote for your favorite designer.
MARINA
Remember the lines are open only during this commercial break.
DIRECTOR
Roberto, Roberto, Roberto….this is incredible! It seems like everyone is voting for Roberto!!!
Landslide!
DIRECTOR BRINGS OUT JASPER AND ROBERTO (freeze)
ROBERTO (waves to JASPER)
Jasper, I just want to say, whatever happens, I thought your fashions were really beautiful.
TV DIRECTOR (Calls everyone to reset. MIR stands with JAC and MAR.)
Wait a minute….16 thousand votes just came in for JASPER!!!!
VOICE OVER
OK we‘re back in Five four three two
MARINA
Hello, everyone! Wasn‘t that thrilling? Now all the votes have been cast….
JACQUES
And we can see who YOU
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MARINA
Yes you!
JACQUES
Have picked as the new winner of Fashion 47! This is the big moment. So here is Ms Miriam
Tensley, the Executive Vice President for Consumer Relations and Product Placement at
DuSanto.
MIRIAM ENTERS
MIRIAM
Hello everyone, on behalf of DuSanto the proud sponsor of Fashion 47, I want to say this has
been an incredible season on Fashion 47, And without further ado, I have here the envelope with
the result of tonight‘s vote. (MIR gives envelope to JAC.)
(drum roll music plays)
MARINA
I‘m so excited my hands are shaking.
JACQUES (opens letter)
And the winner for this season is—
MARINA
Jasper!
(JASPER‘s team rushes on to the catwalk. Roberto is mauled in the commotion.)
(Jasper‘s theme music)
(Big hugs, celebration)
(Miriam is handed oversize prize check by Stage Manager.)
MIRIAM
As the title sponsors of Fashion 47, we at DuSanto are pleased to present you with a check…for
one million dollars.
MARINA & JACQUES (at same time as Miriam)
ONE MILLION DOLLARS!
MIRIAM
And in addition we are pleased to sponsor all your future fashion work by offering you an
unlimited, lifetime supply of Chemtex, DuSanto‘s latest synthetic wonder fiber.
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JACQUES
And Jasper, don‘t forget the most exciting prize of all. Fashion 47 will be sponsoring your very
own fashion show in New York City
MARINA
It will be the biggest fashion event of the year
JACQUES
For the greatest young fashion designer in the world!
(ROBERTO‘S TEAM cries foul play, they crash the runway.)
OLIVIA
He‘s not the best designer, Roberto is!
MARIAH
You cheated!
RAPHAEL
Someone put hair products on the runway!
FELICITY
Recount!
ZOE
Cheaters!
JESSICA
Those slippery runway was no accident!
DANIA
Sabotage!
ISIS
We‘re not gonna take this sitting down!
(FASHION 47 theme plays).
JACQUES
This concludes this season of Fashion 47!
MARINA
See you next season!
(The frenzied pushing and name-calling reconfigures itself into a press conference.)
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SCENE 2.
PRESS CONFERENCE
8/18/07
MIRIAM
Ladies and Gentlemen of the press, my name is Miriam Tensley. I am here to represent DuSanto
in our capacity as title sponsors of the show. And I am happy to answer your questions in any
way I can.
TRACY TOURNIQUET
Tracy Tourniquet, E! News. Regarding the accusations of foul play and sabotage, has any hard
evidence been produced?
MIRIAM
At this time, I am unable to answer that question. But let me assure you, we at DuSanto are
doing our part to get to the bottom of this.
HARRIET RUMP
Harriet Rump, W Magazine. If in fact, there is proof that there was sabotageMIRIAM
Again, I cannot answer that question
CASEY MACY
Casey Macy, In Style Magazine. It is a dirty, but well-known secret of the fashion industry that
many of the models are substance abusers. Was that the large pineapple model who was only
recently released from the Kate Moss rehab center?
MIRIAM
Unfortunately, I cannot answer that questionSAM MANILLA
Sam Manilla, Green America Times. There have been a variety of studies recently showing that
there is a significant correlation between exposure to DuSanto‘s new synthetic material,
Chemtex, and liver and kidney toxicity – especially in young children. How do you respond to
these facts?
MIRIAM
I‘m sorry that question is not pertinent to our discussion of Fashion 47.
SAM
Isn‘t it true that DuSanto is currently being investigated (he is being dragged away) by the US
environmental protection agency for developing a genetically engineered strain of corn that
causes significant statistical increase in gene mutations in field mice—
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MIRIAM
No more questions! This concludes our press conference!
ROBERTO
Please Miriam, I have something to say. First, I would like to say we were beaten fair and
square. Jasper is a great designer, and his fashions were superior.
ROBERTO
Furthermore I am announcing that I am retiring from the fashion business.
REPORTERS
WHAT?
ROBERTO
I will be traveling around the world in search of the meaning of life.
REPORTERS
The meaning of life?!
ROBERTO
Thank you everyone.
(CROWD goes even more nuts! ROB walks off surrounded by press corps.)

AFTERPARTY SCENE.
CATWALK Nightclub.
TRACY
Tracy Tourniquet, E! Fashion News, reporting from the famous Catwalk nightclub. This is the
model hangout, and the site of the fabulous after party for Fashion 47.
(Jaspers posse is celebrating like crazy at Catwalk.)
(Roberto‘s team, minus Olivia Wood, enters en masse to Beat it. They are bummed out, tense
and angry.)
(Jasper‘s team are dancing and having fun. Roberto‘s squad is angry; they walk through the
Jaspers, staring some of them down.)
JESSICA
Five, six, seven, eight!
(The dance off gets very aggressive. Olivia enters the club, sees the fight, and pulls her whole
team over.)
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(Olivia is able to corral her team away from the Jaspers.)
OLIVIA
Guys, guys, now‘s not the time.
This is not the way.
Roberto would not want this.
(Roberto‘s team is huddled up in one corner of the Club.)
MARIAH
They started it!
OLIVIA
Not now Mariah. If we want revenge we have to wait until the time is right.
(HUBBUB AMONG ROBERTOS TEAM. ALL TALK AT ONCE.)
ISIS
Jasper‘s team is so arrogant.
DANIA
I can kill them all with my little finger.
FELICITY
Jasper çok nefret etiyorum! (I hate Jasper very much! In Turkish. Pronounced: choke ney-fret
eh-tee-yo-room)
RAPHAEL
I‘d like to put my hair dryer on superhigh and burn their hair off!
OLIVIA
You gotta keep your head cool. Oh my god, is that Paris Hilton?
(Everyone rushes offstage)
OLIVIA (over shouting)
Paris Hilton was a decoy!
(Olivia‘s team stops. They form a huddle)
Something fishy‘s going on here with this Jasper thing. I smell trouble…team. What we need is a
very organized plan. The fashion world needs our help- now more than ever.
ZOE
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Oh please. There‘s no big conspiracy here. We lost fair and square. Roberto said so himself.
Let‘s face it. We don‘t have a future here, but I‘m a winner, so I‘m going over to Jasper where
the paycheck is.
EVERYONE
Zoe!
ZOE
I‘m sorry.
(ZOE walks over and joins JASPERS squad.)
ZOE
Hey guys.
MARIAH
Oh no she didn‘t!
ISIS
Zoe, how could you!
DANIA
Traitor!
FELICITY
Zoe, I can‘t believe you.
JESSICA
Benedict Arnold!
RAPHAEL
Good riddance! Her makeup was always sloppy anyway!
OLIVIA
Everybody stop!
Listen, is there anyone else who wants to leave?
Now‘s the time to walk. If you‘re going to leave then do it now!
JESSICA
Jasper‘s crew is going down!
EVERYONE
Yayyyyyyy!!!
MARIAH
Wait! What is the plan?
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OLIVIA
I don‘t know. What do you guys think? Any ideas?
RAF
We could put hydrogen peroxide in their hairspray.
MARIAH
Dania should pull out the numchucks.
DANIA
I don‘t need a weapon- I can take them with my bare hands!
FELICITY
Wait a minute guys- let‘s not get too hot headed. Remember, we have Jessica! She‘s the master
of disguise! What if Jessica pretends to do like Zoe? Pretends to go over and join their squad.
OLIVIA
Like an infiltration?
FELICITY
Exactly! She secretly gathers the information, and then when the time is right, we attack!
EVERYONE
I love it! That‘s great! Felicity, you‘re a genius!
OLIVIA
Jessica?
JESSICA
I‘ll do it!
OLIVIA
Jessica, do you appreciate how big a mission this is?
JESSICA
It‘s huge.
OLIVIA
OK. Our goal now is to make sure they don‘t suspect we‘re up to anything. I need to know that
I can trust you all to keep your heads cool. They can‘t suspect that we‘re plotting anything. On
three we breathe.
OLIVIA
1-2-3.
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EVERYONE
This is for Roberto. Wherever you are.

ROBERTO’S SONG
Welcome to Moscow
Welcome to Beijing
Welcome to Nairobi, Kenya
Welcome to New Delhi India
Traveling ‗round the world
Making my way
Seeing so much
Touching so
Many people
Feeling so full of life
All different kinds
No two the same
Everyone
Very special
Then I see it
Oh I feel it
Inspiration
Each of us
Has a special style
Makes me cry
And it makes me smile
Cause I have traveled
Ten thousand miles
There‘s no two
of us that‘s
Alike
Been to the desert
saw the people
Baked in the heat
But I see
They‘re still happy
Went to the ocean
Everyone wet
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Glistening bright
Bask in the shade
Of palm trees
Oh I see it
Yeah I feel it
Inspiration
Each of us
Has a special way
Might sound trite
Or be cliché
Oh but I have traveled
Ten thousand miles
There‘s no two
Of us that‘s
Alike
Snowflakes
Falling everywhere
Blizzard blinding
I don‘t care
We‘re like
Snowflakes now I see
No two of us is….
Traveling ‗round the world
Making my way
Seeing so much
Touching so
many people
Feeling so full of life
All different kinds
No two the same
Everyone
Very special
Then I see it
Oh I feel it
Inspiration
Each of us
Has a special style
Makes me cry
And it makes me smile
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Cause I have traveled
Ten thousand miles
There‘s no two
of us that‘s
…..
We each have
A special way
Might sound trite
Or be cliché
But I have traveled
Ten thousand miles
There‘s no two
of us look-There‘s no two
of us are
Alike

HOUSE OF JASPER SCENE.
MODELS SEARCH AUDIENCE FOR AUDITIONEES
TRACY
Tracy Tourniqate, E! News. We have a behind the scenes exclusive at the house of Jasper.
Jasper is conducting a search to find a new model for his Bryant park show. We are here with an
eager crowd of auditioners. We have 300 people in the house, all vying for one spot to be one of
Jasper‘s models in the hottest fashion event of the year.
CHARLIE
All right all right, let‘s get this started! As you all know, I‘m Charlie, jasper‘s personal assistant.
I‘m conducting this model search. Who wants to be a supermodel? Jasper is looking for one
more model for his show in New York. You‘re all so gorgeous, any one of you could be a model.
But what separates normal models from super models is desire. So I gotta hear you, who wants
to be a supermodel? Keep your hands in the air!
AUDIENCE MODELS LINE THE RUNWAY ON THE FLOOR.
Hey let‘s meet our first gorgeous model.
What‘s your name and where are you from?
JESSICA
Moniquae from Panama
CHARLIE
Have I seen you somewhere before because you look an awful lot like that model from Fashion
47 with the pineapple dress.
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JESSICA
No, I said my name is Moniquae from Panama.
CHARLIE
Thank you, Moniquae. Let‘s get these girls ready to walk. Alright models, we need to see how
you can work the runway. It‘s about the hips, its about the posture, but most of all, it‘s about the
attitude! Let‘s bring out Jasper.
JASPER ENTERS WITH B.O.B. HIS TEAM BOUNCES IN TIME.
CHARLIE
Let‘s see it girls! Music please.
AUDIENCE MEMBERS WALK
CHARLIE
Work it out! Work it out! Show us some ‗tude kid! Strut it!
THEY FINISH
(JASPER WALKS DOWN THE RUNWAY LOOKING OVER THE MODELS. CHARLIE
WALKS WITH HIM).
CHARLIE
Jasper says, we‘re going to let the audience decide! If you‘d like to see _____ be your next
supermodel, give a round of applause (repeats with each contestant)
CHARLIE
It looks like we‘ve found a winner with (audience member)!
MONIQA
No no no no no please, I beg you to reconsider. My dream, my American dream is to be a
supermodel. I won‘t to be able to call my mother, after I send her a phone and get the wires
connected, and say ―Mom, I‘m a supermodel‖
I took a flight for seven hours and twenty six minutes and I am not giving up!
So if you support me and the American dream, clap for me now. Come on, yes, yes!
CHARLIE
Looks like the audience had a change of heart, our new winner is Moniquae.
To our other four contestants you were wonderful, let‘s give it up for them. And for your
fantastic work on the runway today, we have a gift for you all. An advanced release of the new
wonder fiber from DuSanto industries, that‘s right, Chemtex hats! Thank you everyone.
MODELS ESCORT THEIR AUDIENCE MEMBERS BACK TO THEIR SEATS.
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JASPER‘S TEAM SURROUNDS JESSICA AND MAKES HER UP. JASPER
APPROACHES, SNAPS. WHISPERS TO CHARLIE. CHARLIE SHAKES JESSICA‘S
HAND.
MODEL ROBOT MUSIC COMES. THEY SURROUND JESSICA.
THE MODELS SWITCH BACK. THEY ESCORT JESSICA OFFSTAGE AS THEIR NONROBOT SELVES.
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